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IJIMR is an academic platform which puts the emphasis on
disseminating state-of-art technology in the interdisciplinary
fields of machine intelligence, advanced robots and real-life
applications. This is important because of the ubiquitous
nature of intelligent machines and their increasing impact on
society. Aiming to fill the gap between academia and industry,
IJIMR also welcomes the contributions on robotics and
automation education.
Contents
IJIMR publishes original papers, review papers, technical
reports, case studies and book reviews. Special sections
devoted to robotics and automation education will
occasionally be published.
Topics covered include:
• Industrial automation and process control
• System control and data acquisition
• Industrial robots, service robots
• Intelligent robots, autonomous robots,
collaborative robots
• Robotics and computer integrated
manufacturing
• Cloud machines, cloud robots
• Smart systems, HCI, brain computer
interface
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Artificial intelligence, big data and analytics
Industry 4.0
Internet of things, industrial IoT
Machine learning
Machine vision and image processing
Human-machine interaction
Machine emotion and consciousness
Robotics and automation education
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